




We primarily work like explorers. 
     Our design approach has its roots in the Wabi Sabi sense, with a 
            contemporary aestheti c integrated to site and architecture.



This portfolio showcases six small-scale gardens and intends to show a design process, rather than 

illustrate a trend of forms and styles. The solution for these gardens could be diverse; however, 

these residential projects contain in their design, an entrepreneurial gesture that promotes curiosity, 

negotiates with prospects and encourages gatherings. The strength of their concepts brings together 

the natural and architectural elements of the project around the same goal. One understands the pure 

essence of the project only after having understood its holistic structure.

To describe these projects we rely upon the following elements of composition:

– The Line is the main axis of the design, it derives from the geometric perception of the place and 

maintains a structural order with the rest of the elements.

– The Object explains a particular element existing in the place, which in the end generates the 

aesthetic value in the project. 

– The Result is the landscape architecture plan. 

– The Motion will describe the equivalent of the client’s first footfall in their garden. In our practice, 

it is usually an activity that leaves a mark on the site. It also includes an invitation for the clients to 

participate fully in the gestation process of their own garden.  



LEFT Front garden and facade   RIGHT Site plan

DIAGONAL
San Rafael, California

In the “Diagonal” garden, the composition is projected as 
a sequence of successive spaces serving one another. For 
example, if you place yourself at the center of this house, 
you can see that the front garden and the back garden 
are connected through the same direction. This visual is 
related through a wooden bridge at the entrance, followed 
by a stone line from the interior of the house towards the 
backyard, and the presence of water at both ends. This 
design is evident in the drawing, but this connection is 
actually consolidated on a day-by-day basis. 

In the Diagonal Garden, the relation is: Front garden – 
Center (house) – Back garden. That is, the way out to the 
world – the privacy – and the respite (the breathing space).

ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION 

The Line is the diagonal axis which crosses the entire 
plot. This connects the new back façade, with the front 
façade which was left intact as it was originally. Here the 
landscaping project was key to unify both fronts of the 
house. 

The Object is a rectangular concrete planter that was 
refurbished to serve as a fountain and which connects 
with the bridge and the interior stone line. 



Lo Braz Site Before Remodel

ABOVE Entry path from front door   RIGHT Entry viewed from sidewalkABOVE Front garden

“Lya was able to integrate the beautiful, more 

matured trees we had before and brought a great, 

contemporary style to the front and backyard, where 

she also incorporated a super cool pool. I still get 

neighbors knocking on my door just to say how 

beautiful they think our front yard is. I’m very happy 

with the results and highly recommend her work.”

LO AND PJ PEREIRA

Homeowners



The Result: is to widen the narrow angle of the back yard so that 
it may be perceived as a longer space; a square frame was defined 
to fit the garden with a pathway, and its corner concludes with a 
row of white tiles at the bottom of the pool. 

The Motion: Gray and blue flat river stones were previously 
selected by the family and then, placed at the bottom of the 
fountain as a symbolic participation in the garden’s foundation.

The intention here is to adjust each architectural element with 

the designated visuals. I like the idea of designing a garden 

holistically, as if it is one piece. In such a case, the terrain holds 

it, the person identifies with it and the house expands on it; in a 

nutshell, a residential garden, is a garden with soul.

ABOVE Lawn, deck and pool areas   RIGHT Rear garden plan   OPPOSITE Rear facade



PIANO KEYS
Healdsburg, California

In this garden, limestone pieces were placed horizontally to define the area of the wild flora, in order to set limits to its 
spread area, and to be seen from the main stairs which provide access to the house. Thus, we take advantage of the vast 
ground vegetation to optimize its maintenance; in this case we leave some areas intact, and in others we subtly intervene.  
Five unique areas are created using limestone, but the original character of the place can still be understood under the 
layer of our intervention. 

OPPOSITE Wood and limestone “Piano Keys” at entrance    ABOVE Site plan drawing



LEFT Detailed site plan   ABOVE “Piano Keys” details



ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION

The Line is the longitudinal axis of the house; is the spine that perpendicularly 
connects the designated outer spaces to the house.  

The Object consists of the native limestone rocks we found on the ground, 
between the vertical rhythms of the forest trees, which led to the idea of using 
rectangular stones of the same kind (limestone), by placing them in the form of 
piano keys in the garden. 

The Result: Five squares were established along the house exteriors using 
horizontally placed limestone pieces and some olive trees, (Olea europeaea, 
Swan Hill).The stone ‘Piano keys’ are the architectural element that could be 
recognized throughout the garden.  At the same time, these sculptural pieces serve 

“Lya’s vision was facile enough to 

integrate a modern building with 

hardscape, a limited area ridge 

location, a conflicted homeowner 

aesthetic, and environmental 

sensitivity into her plan in a way 

that was seamless from concept 

to final drawings. Finally, the plan 

was practical to execute. Lya was 

able to create a design plan that 

could be staged in over time to 

meet the owner’s needs. Lya’s 

intuition and creativity made the 

process a great experience and I 

would recommend her highly.”

CHRIS PANOS
Homeowner

OPPOSITE “Piano Keys” detail   ABOVE Limestone “Piano Keys” arrangement



TOP Right side “Piano Keys” arrangement   BOTTOM Access area garden   OPPOSITE Front landscape scheme

as reference points leading to the direction of the house from 
all outlying areas. In addition, groups of smaller river stones, are 
organically aligned to connect the five plazas across the path.

The  Motion: We encourage a fun activity for the family and 
everybody who were on site; that step consisted on linking the five 
squares placing the path of those river stones. Although some of 
these stones would eventually become imbued into the ground; the 
tendency is that gardens conceived like this, become more rooted 
with the passage of time and, never go out of style.

When we face a land, we follow our intuition to choose the element 

that is going to be cultivated therein; we try to honor this feeling 

up to the conclusion of the work.  



TROPICAL CANVAS
Caracas, Venezuela

The “Canvas” garden is located in Venezuela, the country where 
I worked for over ten years planning national parks located in 
seven distinctive biomes and designing a botanical garden with 
intertropical flora. In this residential project we use the glass curtain 
of the house to design the garden as if it is a painting on a Canvas. 
The reason behind that is to visually sort the many green colors 
that the panorama generically reflects on it. The “canvas” contains 
three flat surfaces covered by flagstones and a path whose curve is 
designed to circumscribe four spaces in the broad grass area: one 
to play, one to stroll, one for cooking outdoors, and another for rest 
under the shade of trees.

ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION

The Line here is free; it intentionally delineates four functional 
spaces on the vast lawn area and connects them to the house 
entrances. 

The Object that generates the concept of this project is the outside 
landscape that is reflected in the large mirror of the house façade.  

The Result: Considering that the facade reflects the green 
landscape around it, adding more greens would not change the 
existing space; therefore we create cascades of flora in red tones 
that contrast with the uniform green background; alternating with 
Bougainvilleas and shrubs of Ixoras, Rhododendrums and Sachecias 
hanging on the branches of some of the oldest trees of the garden. 
We cleared areas to highlight existing palm trees and others with 

OPPOSITE Backyard with stone patio design   TOP Concept drawing showing garden pathways reflection   BOTTOM Side yard



“Lya is a very dedicated person, whose 

imagination, creativity and ample vision of 

the future give her a noted capability to put 

into practice her ideas. She excels at working 

in a team environement and enjoys the 

respect of her collaborators.”

PROF. JOHN GODFREY STODDART, FASLA, SVAP

Past-President, Venezuelan Society of Landscape Architects

ABOVE Rear garden plan featuring stone patios and pathwaysABOVE Front and side garden areas featuring palms and heliconias corridors

red bark or flowering such as: Palmeira Cyrtostachys renda, Musa ensete 
‘Maurelii’ and Callistemon citrinus. Additionally, some boomerang-shaped of 
granite flagstone surfaces were incorporated in order to substitute the job of 
the red flora when the plants are not in bloom.

The Motion: In the area of fruit trees, we include an ergonomic herb garden 
to cultivate without stooping and minimum bending, their culinary herbs 
already scattered on the ground. From the proportion: ‘lot area‘ vs. ‘reflected’ 
panoramic area, arises a beautiful but, an undefined space; now this is a garden 
that feels more personal, that lands concisely on the property, and is seen both 
from the interior and exterior of the house.

A garden is nature arranged to live with 

architectural elements; therefore, it must 

also provoke poetry; a place where some 

trees bow to say hello in an entry, a curious 

herb showing up in the stone stairs, and a 

hanging plant is a beauty between a tree 

branch and a carpet of flowers. For me a 

garden needs to be inspiring, to indicate 

new directions that cross our paths and 

makes us grow with it.



“Lya is a multi-talented designer with a firm grasp of 

architecture, art and landscape, who combines these 

disciplines to create stunning one-of-a-kind landscapes.”

ROBERT SWATT, FAIA

Principal, Swatt | Miers Architects



OPPOSITE South facade garden   ABOVE Site plan   RIGHT Existing site

SUNRISE 
Orinda, California

Located at the top of a hill and leading immediately to 
a protected area, this landscape extends to the South 
surrounded by mountains and successive valleys.  An 
abundance of natural sunlight led us to embed rain gardens 
and other elements that stand out among the native grasses.

ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION

The Line of this composition is parallel to the main axis of the 
house. The goal of this design is to point out the 180 degrees 
garden views from the inside of house. 

The Object: A Pine (Pinus edilus), is the point from which 
the design geometry is generated indicating the prospects 
of the outdoor spaces, seen from inside and from outside of 
the house.

The Result: This is a garden adjacent to an extensive green 
area; the rain gardens run away into the meadow as compact 
flower rectangles since the stone trench delimits them. They 
contain three different species of native flowers to ensure 
color enclosures throughout the year. In addition to these 
rain gardens, we also design walkways and a few benches as 
rectangular elements that repeat and lie east to west toward 
the sun. The swimming pool tiles highlight the range of 
sunlight tones when such colors are not present.  



RAINGARDEN
1- Natives plants
2- Root Zone
3- Prepared soil mixture
4- Gravel Bed
5- Perforated pipe to 
outlet

1

2

3

4
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The Moti on: Next to the garage an outdoor work-space 
was included. There is always something to create in a 
garden; so we set up a long table to assemble the tree 
house wood panels and paint ceramic ti les that will be 
added to the benches of the garden.

It would be incomplete to describe a garden without its 

landscape or without its architectural context; I often 

tend to review the solution given to a project with this 

question: Is this garden integrated into the landscape? 

However, to check its effectiveness I turn the equation 

over and instead I ask: Does the landscape fl ow easily 

through the garden? 

ABOVE Rain garden secti onal illustrati on   RIGHT Northeast garden



OPPOSITE ‘For Her’ ceramics area   TOP RIGHT Front yard elevation   BOTTOM RIGHT Front yard site plan

LIGHT 
Northridge, California

This is a garden that required a design with disabled access in 
front through the main door of the house and back through the 
garage; the result was a space for everyone to meet, cook and 
relax around an old orange tree delimited by a roofed corridor 
with a lavender Wisteria pergola (Wisteria macrostachia). 
This is a gathering place, which stimulates creativity through 
the combination of a greenhouse and an art workshop. It is 
a garden to be shared but also to be in solitude. It is a space 
directly identified with the project of the owners’ life, with lots 
of imagination to come.

ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION

The Line in this case is a wide corridor in an “L” configuration 
that is an extension of the kitchen, the main bedroom and, the 
study from inside the house, outwards with an additional dining 
room and a sitting area outdoors.

The Object found is an orange tree (Citrus aurantium, Bergamot 
Orange); from that point, the design geometry is developed and, 
it is around which all corridor activities and workshops revolve. 

The Result: The orange tree was delimited on a grassland area 
surrounded by a rainwater channel gathered from the three 
roofs of this house. This is a large plot, the garage of which is 
accessed from the back yard; it encloses an old  cottage which 
was renovated to include the art workshop and also has a 



Luz Garden Before Remodel

ABOVE Backyard hardscape plan  

TOP LEFT AND RIGHT Ceramics studio with horticulture 
workshop behind   BOTTOM LEFT Rain harvesting rooftop 
system BOTTOM RIGHT Backyard featuring orange tree deck

metallic structure for five cars that was transformed into three posts to create 
a greenhouse area. Here the vast asphalt area was fractured and was planted 
green strips of wild thyme (Thymus praecox) to reduce runoff.

The Motion: This is the garden for a client whose hobby is horticulture and 
who has a diverse collection of flowerpots, as well as for an artist engaged in 
ceramics and painting. The garden has been conceived with shelves, which will 
uniformly contain the client´s varieties of plant containers, and it will  show her 
art. These shelves are designed by modules, using assembled steel structure, 
and recycled wooden crates for fruits, built over a concrete foundation. 
An initial prototype will be created, where they will continue assembling 
them on site. In addition, a bench around the tree and a serving table will be 
constructed with the same technique. 

Our vision aims at giving a sense to the garden; in a certain way, it is to 

reinforce a life style. 



LEFT Backyard garden   ABOVE Landscape plan 

BRIDGE 
Palo Alto, California

In this garden, the “bridge” element is used as a resource to highlight 
a three-dimensional display on a flat rectangular area. At its front, 
there is a “bridge” that visually extends into the back garden with 
another “bridge”. The latter crosses a lap pool and the other a strip of 
wild grasses and a flower bed (Lupinus x hybrida). This is a clear and 
simple concept that effectively responded to unexpected changes in 
the project without adversely affecting the customer budget or the 
fresh spirit on which the project was founded.

ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION

The Line is an extension of the central axis of the house; this is a 
bridge, which is a central point of the garden spaces. 

The Object that inspired us was a Redwood pine (Sequoia 
sempervirens) located on the West corner of the back garden. 



The Redwood area has its light source embedded throughout 
a wooden fence specifically designed for this corner. This fence 
draws an arch that contains a garden with plants of this particular 
ecosystem; rich berries, and air ferns (brackens) and a cover of 
trefoils (oxalis). Consequently, when the conifer leaves fall, they 
feed the habitat within the radius of this garden thus facilitating 
the maintenance of the lawn area.

The Result in the backyard was looking to break up the rear yard 
corners, through directional changes. In order to do this, we added 
lighting in the Redwood corner and, in its opposite corner, we 
placed a multi-purpose room open to the garden. The commitment 
of preserving three existing trees in the front allowed the inclusion 
of circular figures in the design, as a fresh touch, which gives 
movement to a narrow plot. Finally, two stripes on flagstone 
partially covered with thyme, are placed in front and behind to 
shorten the long driveway and unify both plots.

The Motion: Tangent to the arched planter, a sand circle works 
as a children’s play area. This might also be a campfire area, or a 
flower plot for annual plants or culinary herbs. An area annexed 
to the garage provides a long sink to facilitate art and cooking 
activities under a pergola covered with the color of a Californian 
Grape (Vitis califórnica).

In these projects, to a greater or lesser extent, the front garden 

cannot be separated from the back garden without making the 

connection between them.

RIGHT Front garden  



“Lya Gomez has consulted with Swatt | Miers Architects on many beautiful projects 

ranging from the multi-award winning Hudson-Panos House in Healdsburg, to the 

new Yoon House in Palo Alto. In each of these projects Lya’s design not only makes 

seamless connections of inside and outside, but they also capture the design spirit of 

the architecture, helping to make the architecture and landscape feel like a singular 

design. Lya is always a joy to work with, always listening, and always striving to make 

her work responsive to her clients.”

ROBERT M. SWATT, FAIA

Principal, Swatt | Miers Architects 

“Ms. Gomez has a wealth of professional experience as an architect, having been involved in a wide 

variety of projects ranging in scale and scope. She has considerable experience designing and 

building residences employing alternate building technologies and sustainable practices. She was 

priviledged to work with Roberto Burle Marx on the Parque del Este in Caracas, Venezuela. I meet 

hundreds of students every year and there are always a few who stand out brilliantly and remain 

in one’s memory. Ms. Gomez is one of those students. She is artistic, resourceful and professional. 

She would quickly prove herself to be an asset to any organization fortunate enough to hire her. 

She has my highest recommendation.”

HEATHER CLENDENIN

Past Program Director 

Landscape Architecture Certificate Program 

UC Berkeley Extension

“Lya’s strong background in architecture and landscape architecture 

place her in a good position when working on projects as a team 

member together with other professionals. She is an engaging, 

friendly person who consistently demonstrates an outstanding blend 

of technical aptitude, broad-issues awareness, detail orientation, 

experience and impeccable ethics.”

ARCH. DIANA HENRÍQUEZ DE FERNÁNDEZ, ASLA, CIV, CAV, SVAP

M. Sc. Landscape Architecture 

Past President Venzuelan Landscape Architects Association

“I truly appreciate that she is a credentialed and talented designer 

in both architecture and landscape architecture. That is a powerful 

combination in the realm of urban design, streetscape design and 

urban storytelling. As the two design disciplines are related and 

complimentary, her ability to combine these skills is powerful.”

RHETT BEAVERS, ASLA

Lanscape Architect 

UCLA and Cal Poly Pomona Urban Planning Instructor

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES






